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The Last Mile
David Baldacci

Ex-detective Decker suffered a life changing head injury 
when he played professional football as a young man. His 
accident resulted in a condition known as Savant syndrome, 
where the sufferer demonstrates extraordinary abilities far in 
excess of what is considered normal. In Decker's case, he 
has gained a phenomenal memory. Decker is still suffering 
from the devastating loss of his wife and only daughter. 
They were murdered in his home two years previously. 
Overwhelmed with grief, his life spiralled out of control and 
he lost his job, his home, and his self-respect. It is only 
when teenagers are gunned down in a shooting at a local 
school, and Decker's special skills can help to find the killer, 
that he goes back to work with the help of his former 
partner, detective Mary Lancaster. As the investigation 
deepens, new evidence reveals ties to his family's murder. 
This sequel takes Decker to a new case where he will be 
required to test his special skills to the very limit of his 
endurance.

Macmillan • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781447277521 $42.99

The Constant Queen
Joanna Courtney

Elizaveta is princess of Kiev, but that doesn't stop her 
chasing adventure. Defying conventions, she rides the 
rapids of the Dneiper alongside her royal brothers and 
longs to rule in her own right as a queen. Elizaveta meets 
her match when the fearsome Viking warrior Harald 
Hardrada arrives at her father's court seeking fame and 
fortune. He entrusts Elizaveta to be his treasure keeper, 
holding the keys to his ever-growing wealth - and 
eventually to his heart. Theirs is a fierce romance and the 
strength of their love binds them together as they travel 
across the vast seas to Denmark, Sweden, Norway and 
Iceland. In 1066, their ambition carries them to Orkney as 
they plan to invade England and claim the crown... The 
Constant Queen is a powerful, absorbing novel which 
tells the story of a daring Viking warrior, his forgotten 
queen and a love that almost changed the course of 
history.

Macmillan • HB • Historical Fiction

9781447281962 $32.99

Not Working
Lisa Owens

Claire Flannery has quit her job in order to discover her true 
vocation - only to realise she has no idea how to go about 
finding it. Whilst everyone around her seems to have their 
lives entirely under control, Claire finds herself sinking 
under pressure and wondering where her own fell apart. 'It's 
fine,' her grandmother says. 'I remember what being your 
age was like - of course, I had four children under eight 
then, but modern life is different, you've got an awful lot on.' 
Sharp, tender and funny, Lisa Owen's brilliantly observed 
debut Not Working is the story of a life unravelling and a 
novel that asks the questions we've never dared to say out 
loud.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509806546 $32.99

Little Sister
David Hewson

Kim and Mia Timmers were ten years old when they were 
accused of murdering the rest of their family and the lead 
singer of the world famous band, The Cupids. The 
evidence seemed irrefutable at the time, and the sisters, 
who have been in a Marken institution for ten years, are 
now due for release. Pieter Vos, DI, is given cause to re-
open the case when the girls disappear along with a 
nurse who was supposed to escort them to a half-way 
house in Amsterdam. As the investigation continues, it 
soon becomes evident that there is more than meets the 
eye at Marken. Even Vos's boss seems to have 
something to hide, relevant to the case. When the body 
of the nurse washes up on the beach at Marken, it 
becomes clear that someone is posing as the third sister, 
Little Jo, who died ten years ago. Who is it, and is there a 
cover-up at a higher level to protect those in power?

Macmillan • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781447293392 $34.99

The Outside Lands
Hannah Kohler

Jeannie is nineteen when the world changes, Kip only 
fourteen. The sudden accident that robs them of their 
mother leaves them adrift, with only their father to guide 
them. Jeannie seeks escape in work and later marriage to a 
man whose social connections propel her into an unfamiliar 
world of wealth and politics. Ill-equipped and unprepared, 
Jeannie finds comfort where she can. Meanwhile Kip's 
descent into a life of petty crime is halted only when he 
volunteers for the Marines. By 1968, the conflict in Vietnam 
is at its height, and with the anti-war movement raging at 
home, Jeannie and Kip are swept along by events larger 
than themselves, driven by disillusionment to commit 
unforgiveable acts of betrayal that will leave permanent 
scars. The Outside Lands is the story of people caught in 
the slipstream of history, how we struggle in the face of loss 
to build our world, and how easily and with sudden violence 
it can be swept away.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509802104 $32.99

The Followers
Rebecca Wait

Judith has been visiting her mother, Stephanie, in prison 
once a month for the last eight years. Nearly a hundred 
stilted half hours - neither of them can bring themselves 
to talk about what brought them here... When Stephanie 
first meets Nathaniel, she is a struggling single mother 
and he is a charismatic outsider, unlike anyone she's 
ever known. When she joins the small religious cult he 
has founded, Stephanie thinks she is doing the best for 
her daughter: a new home, a new life, a new purpose. 
From the moment they arrive, the delicate dynamic of 
Nathaniel's followers is disturbed. Judith's restlessness 
and questions unsettle the children who've never known 
life outside the cult - all except loyal Moses, who will do 
anything to be her friend. Meanwhile, as Stephanie 
slowly surrenders herself to Nathaniel's will, tensions 
deepen, faith and doubt collide, and a horrifying act of 
violence changes everything...

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447224754 $19.99
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The Woolworths Girls
Elaine Everest

1939. On her first day at Woolworths, Sarah Caselton meets glamorous Maisie and shy 
Freda. The trio couldn't be more different but they soon form a tight-knit friendship, sharing 
their hopes and dreams for the future. Sarah falls into the warmth and rhythm of her new 
job, enjoying the social events hosted by Woolies and her blossoming romance with the 
young assistant manager, Alan. But history waits for no one, and with the threat of war 
clouding the horizon, the young men and women of Woolworths soon realize they may not 
have the luxury of a carefree youth or the time to fall in love... The Woolworths Girls is a 
heart-warming tale of friendship, family and hope in the face of war.

Pan • PB • Fiction & Related Items

9781447295488 $19.99

Will You Won't You Want Me?
Nora Zelevansky

Marjorie Plum isn't your average washed up prom queen. After all, her New York City prep 
school was too cool for a royal court. Yet, ten years after high school graduation, she is 
undeniably stuck in the past. When her life takes an unexpected turn, she is forced to start 
over, moving in to a tiny apartment in Brooklyn with an eccentric musician roommate. 
Desperate to pay rent, she starts tutoring a precocious 11-year-old girl who becomes the 
unknowing Ghost of Marjorie Past, beginning a surprise-filled journey towards adulthood. 
Ultimately, though, she is the one who must decide: who is the real Marjorie Plum?

Griffin • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250001276 $24.99

Where
Kit Reed

On Kraven Island, David Ribault and Merrill Poulnot are at odds, and David wonders if he 
loves her enough to commit to marriage. When a slick developer, Rawson Steele, arrives 
in town and starts buying up property, David isn't fooled by his smooth charm and is 
suspicious of Rawson's seemingly romantic conversations with Merrill. When David agrees 
to a 4.30 am meeting with Rawson, he hopes to confront him, but while he waits, the 
population of the town, including Steele, vanishes. Something just lifted everybody - Merrill, 
her fanatical father, and kid brother, and all--out of this space and time and dropped them 
in a mysterious new place. The question is where.

Tor Books • PB • Science Fiction

9780765379832 $24.99

Wraith
Judith and Garfield Reeves-Stevens

The New York Times bestselling Reeves-Stevens team offers a no-holds-barred 
adrenaline rush perfect for fans of James Rollins and Matthew Reilly. In 1995, the CIA 
made a breakthrough that would change the face of modern science - but secrets like that 
don't last forever. A rogue force has learned how to make disembodied minds capable of 
lethal action. Ghosts have been weaponised, and now a Russian general has infiltrated the 
US with an army that can't be killed because they're already dead. Only one person knew 
the general's plans, but she died in a car crash. The only person who can communicate 
with her is the cop who was at her side when she died - and now he must race to stop a 
force that could end life as we know it.

St Martin's Press • HB • Thriller / Suspense

9780312659073 $36.99

Mount Pleasant
Patrice Nganang

In Cameroon in 1931, nine-year-old Sara is taken from her family and brought to Mount 
Pleasant as a gift for Sultan Njoya. On the verge of becoming one of the sultan's many 
wives, Sara's story takes an unexpected turn when she is recognised as Nebu - the 
greatest artist their culture had seen. In Sara's new life as a boy she bears witness to the 
world of Sultan Njoya - a magical yet declining place of artistic and intellectual minds. 
Seven decades later, a student returns home to Cameroon to research the place it once 
was, and she finds Sara, silent for decades, ready to tell her story. In her serpentine tale, a 
lost kingdom lives again in the compromised intersection between flawed memory, tangled 
fiction, and faintly discernible truth.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780374213855 $37.99

The Adventurist
J Bradford Hipps

In the anonymous office park of a modern software company, Henry Hurt is a man in the 
middle: of life, of career, of self-assessment. Mired in his corporate responsibilities, Henry's 
deathless office existence is torpedoed by the loss of his mother. Haunted by her death, 
and by a strange angst he describes as "the pall," Henry seeks escape in a quest for love 
and heroic purpose occasioned by a crisis in his company's fortunes. Dodging an Iago-like 
rival, he finds love with a colleague in his department, endangers his bond with his family, 
and finally confronts the urgent question of his life.

St Martin's Press • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250062239 $36.99

A Shadow All of Light
Fred Chappell

Falco, a young man from the country, arrives in the port city of Tardocco with the ambition 
of becoming an apprentice to a master shadow thief. Maestro Astolfo, whose mysterious 
powers of observation would rival those of Sherlock Holmes, sees Falco's potential and 
puts him through a gruelling series of physical lessons and intellectual tests. Falco's 
adventures coalesce into one overarching story of con men, monsters, ingenious 
detection, cats, and pirates. A wry humor leavens this fantastical concoction, and the style 
is as rich and textured as one would hope for from Chappell, a distinguished poet as well 
as a World Fantasy Award-winning fantasy writer.

Tor Books • HB • Fantasy

9780765379122 $37.99

Every Heart a Doorway
Seanan McGuire

Children have always disappeared under the right conditions; slipping through the 
shadows under a bed or at the back of a wardrobe, tumbling down rabbit holes and into old 
wells, and emerging somewhere... else. But magical lands have little need for used-up 
miracle children. Nancy tumbled once, but now she's back. The things she's experienced... 
they change a person. The children under Miss West's care understand all too well. And 
each of them is seeking a way back to their own fantasy world. But Nancy's arrival marks a 
change at the Home. There's a darkness just around each corner, and when tragedy 
strikes, it's up to Nancy and her new-found schoolmates to get to the heart of things. No 
matter the cost.

Tor Books • HB • Fantasy

9780765385505 $27.99

Standing Water
Eleanor Chai

A young woman in Paris encounters an uncanny presence on a tour of a small museum. A 
study by Rodin of the dancer Little Hanak - titled Head of Sorrow - triggers in the young 
woman recognition of her mother, a mother erased from her life since childhood. Thus 
begins Eleanor Chai's Standing Water, one of the most remarkable first books of poetry in 
recent years. It is a journey into the past as well as the present - into the narrative hidden 
from the poet since birth, as well as the strategies that she has adopted to survive. It is a 
journey about how we learn to cope with, to perceive and describe, the world; a story about 
savage privilege and deprivation.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Poetry

9780374269487 $34.99

The Heart is Strange
John Berryman

The Heart Is Strange shows Berryman in all his variety: from his earliest poems, which 
show him learning the craft, to his breakthrough masterpiece, "Homage to Mistress 
Bradstreet"; then to his mature verses, which find the poet looking back upon his lovers 
and youthful passions; and finally to his late poems, in which he battles with sobriety and 
an increasingly religious sensibility. The defiant joy and wild genius of Berryman's work 
has been obscured by his struggles with mental illness and alcohol, his tempestuous 
relationships with women, and his suicide. This volume celebrates the whole Berryman: 
tortured poet and teasing father, fiery lover and melancholy scholar.

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • Poetry

9780374535780 $26.99

Observations
Marianne Moore

Marianne Moore's Observations stands with T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land, Ezra Pound's 
early Cantos, and Wallace Stevens's Harmonium as a landmark of modern poetry. But to 
the chagrin of many admirers, Moore eliminated a third of its contents from her subsequent 
poetry collections while radically revising some of the poems she retained. This 
groundbreaking book has been unavailable to the general reader since its original 
publication in the 1920s. Impeccably precise yet playfully elusive, emotionally complex but 
stripped of all sentiment, the poems in Observations show us one of America's greatest 
poets at the height of her powers.

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • Poetry

9780374226862 $26.99

The Bridge Ladies
Betsy Lerner

For the past fifty years, Monday afternoons in New Haven have always been the same: the 
Bridge Ladies. As a child, Betsy Lerner considered her mother Roz and her four best 
friends to be fascinatingly chic. Later when Betsy was a teenager, the women seemed 
hopelessly out of touch as the sexual revolution erupted outside. As an adult, established 
in New York City, the Bridge Ladies were a distant relic of the past. Then, circumstances 
led right back where she started. She discovered that these were ladies of a particular time 
that bore no resemblance to our self-obsessed twenty-first century lives. To Betsy, they 
once were the most boring people on the planet, but once she started really looking at 
them, that was the farthest thing from the truth.

Macmillan • HB • Memoirs

9781447272519 $39.99

Forgotten Girl
Naomi Jacobs

Naomi Jacobs went to sleep one night in 2008 as a 32-year-old mother, and woke up the 
next morning believing she was a fifteen-year-old school girl. She did not recognise the 
house she woke up in, though it was hers, nor her ten-year-old son, Leo. As far as she was 
concerned, she was in 1992 when John Major was Prime Minister, before the world had 
been blessed with mobile phones, DVDs or reality TV. She didn't know it, but she had 
dissociative amnesia. With the help of her personal diaries and those close to her, Naomi 
set about piecing together as much as she could of her missing years. What she 
discovered shocked her. As she dug deeper, she began to experience disturbing 
flashbacks of traumatic events. Would Naomi ever find her way back to the person she 
once was? Did she even want to?

Pan • PB • True Stories

9781447282723 $19.99

A Year in the Life of the Yorkshire Shepherdess
Amanda Owen

From bestselling author Amanda Owen come more tales of life at Ravenseat, the remote 
Yorkshire hill farm she shares with husband Clive, eight children and 900 sheep. Amanda 
takes us into her life as nine-year-old Miles gets his first flock, Reuben takes up the 
flugelhorn and she gives birth to a new baby girl. She is touched by the epic two-day 
journey of a mother sheep determined to find her lamb and gives a new home to an ageing 
and neglected horse. Meanwhile Clive is almost arrested on a midnight stakeout to catch a 
sheep-rustling dog and becomes the object of affection for a randy young bull. Funny, 
poignant and charming, this is a must for anyone interested in the countryside and those 
who farm it.

Sidgwick & Jackson • HB • Biography: General

9780283072413 $39.99



The Gray Rhino
Michele Wucker

Gray rhinos are much easier to spot and guard against than 'black swans' - the rare, truly 
unforeseen catastrophes. Why then, when faced with solvable problems, do we continually 
fail to address them before they spiral out of control? Drawing on her extensive 
background in policy formation and crisis management, as well as in-depth interviews with 
leaders from around the world, Michele Wucker explains in The Gray Rhino how 
significant crises can be recognised and countered strategically. Filled with persuasive 
stories, real-world examples, and practical advice, The Gray Rhino is essential reading for 
managers, investors, planners, policy makers, and anyone who wants to understand how 
change really occurs.

St Martin's Press • HB • Business & Management

9781250053824 $39.99

Revolutionary Dissent
Stephen Solomon

From Limbaugh to Colbert, robust political speech is rooted in our nation's birth. This is the 
story of how America's founding generation forged our right to freedom of expression. 
Solomon discovers the wellspring in our revolutionary past for today's satirists like Jon 
Stewart and Stephen Colbert, pundits like Rush Limbaugh and Keith Olbermann, and for 
protests like flag burning and street demonstrations. From the inflammatory engravings of 
Paul Revere, the political theater of Alexander McDougall, the liberty tree protests of 
Ebenezer McIntosh and the oratory of Patrick Henry, Solomon shares the stories of the 
dissenters who created the American idea of the liberty of thought. This is truly a revelatory 
work on the history of free expression in America.

St Martin's Press • HB • History

9780230342064 $37.99

Good for the Money
Robert Benmosche

Legendary CEO Robert Benmosche's astonishing memoir, detailing how he pulled AIG 
back from the brink of bankruptcy and engineered one of history's most astonishing 
corporate turnarounds. Good for the Money is an unyielding leader's memoir of a career 
spent fixing companies through thoughtful, unconventional strategy. Benmosche was a 
self-made man who never forgot what life is like for the nation's 99-percent; again and 
again, he pushed back against obstinate colleagues to salvage American jobs and 
industry. Good for the Money affords you a front-row seat for Benmosche's heated battles 
with major players from Geithner to Obama to Cuomo, and offers incomparable lessons in 
leadership from the legendary CEO who changed the way Wall Street does business.

St Martin's Press • HB • Biography: Business & Industry

9781250072184 $39.99

The Hockey Stick Principles
Bobby Martin

What if every successful start-up followed a predictable pattern, and by knowing that 
pattern ahead of time, you could be more successful? In The Hockey Stick Principles, 
business consultant Bobby Martin shares his study of more than 100 new businesses, from 
Lending Tree to Under Armour to iContact, to show that every one of them has had a 
"hockey stick" growth history, starting with a tinkering period, moving through the daunting 
"blade years" before finally making it to the crucial inflection point that precedes surging 
growth. In this simple but incredibly helpful book, Martin provides a road map that will help 
any entrepreneur navigate the inevitable ups and downs of their business's early years.

St Martin's Press • HB • Business & Management

9781250066374 $39.99

Warrior Yoga
Mark Divine

New York Times bestselling author and former Navy Seal Mark Divine's Warrior Yoga is 
not your average yoga book. Coach Divine's integrated training curriculum is an intense 
physical workout designed for both the nation's elite special ops soldiers, and the regular 
athlete with the heart and mind of a warrior. His tried and true yoga sequences are focused 
to adapt to any athlete's physical and mental capabilities including those rehabilitating from 
injuries and suffering from PTSD. Coach Divine's methods have been tested by the 
strongest, toughest warriors in the country. His movement will help you create the life you 
want and break through the barriers that are holding you back.

Griffin • PB • Health & Personal Development

9781250067210 $27.99

Modern Calligraphy
Molly Suber Thorpe

Learn script calligraphy from an in-demand calligrapher and wedding invitation designer. 
Calligraphy is about creating something uniquely beautiful, whether to celebrate a special 
occasion like marriage or to use every day in the form of stationery. The twenty projects in 
the book provide lots of inspiration for making your own and are grouped into three 
sections: weddings, entertainment, and personal stationery. With loads of ideas, practice 
exercises, and helpful tips, soon you will be turning out gorgeous script calligraphy pieces 
like the ones featured in wedding magazines and popular websites like Pinterest

Griffin • PB • Hobbies

9781250016324 $34.99

Scarlett Says
Scarlett Moffatt

You might recognise Scarlett as one of the funniest women on television from her 
appearances on the hit Channel Four show Gogglebox. Now, in Scarlett Says, she turns 
her attention to life, the universe and everything in a book that will be utterly unlike any 
other celebrity autobiography you read. Find out why thigh gaps can get stuffed, Tindr 
photos won't make good stories for the grandkids and why tooth fairies are creepy little 
bastards. and much, much more, all in the hilarious down-to-earth voice that we've come 
to know and love. You'll never look at things in the same way again.

Boxtree • HB • TV Tie-In Humour

9780752265995 $32.99

Scarlett Says
Scarlett Moffatt

You might recognise Scarlett as one of the funniest women on television from her 
appearances on the hit Channel Four show Gogglebox. Now, in Scarlett Says, she turns 
her attention to life, the universe and everything in a book that will be utterly unlike any 
other celebrity autobiography you read. Find out why thigh gaps can get stuffed, Tindr 
photos won't make good stories for the grandkids and why tooth fairies are creepy little 
bastards. and much, much more, all in the hilarious down-to-earth voice that we've come 
to know and love. You'll never look at things in the same way again.

Boxtree • TPB • TV Tie-In Humour

9780752266008 $29.99

Unseen City
Nathanael Johnson

There's an unseen world all around us. There are wonders that we walk past every day 
without noticing. Unseen City will widen the pinhole through which we see the world. What 
does the world look like through the eyes of a peregrine falcon, or a raccoon, or an ant? 
What does a sidewalk Gingko balboa "see?" What would you learn each morning if you 
understood how to speak pigeon? If we look closely enough, Johnson believes that the 
walk to the subway can be just as entrancing as a walk through the forest. Each chapter 
allows readers to follow the author, his wife, and his daughter as they search for meaning 
in urban nature.

Rodale • HB • Biography: General

9781623363857 $34.99

The Golden Condom
Jeanne Safer

Dr. Jeanne Safer has dedicated much of her decades' long career in psychotherapy to 
exploring taboo subjects that we all think about in private but seldom discuss in public. In 
The Golden Condom Safer interweaves her own experiences with those of a variety of 
memorable people, including her patients, telling a series of tales that investigate 
relationships that most of us don't escape life without experiencing at least once, including 
traumatic friendships, love after loss, unrequited or obsessional love and more. Never 
prescriptive and always entertaining, these stories will demolish any suspicion you might 
have that you're alone in navigating a turbulent romantic life, and will inspire you with the 
range of possibilities that exist to find love, however unconventional, and at any age.

Picador US • HB • Psychology

9781250055750 $36.99

November Project: the Book
Brogan Graham, Bojan Mandaric and Caleb Daniloff

November Project is the story of how two outside-the-box fitness fanatics are flipping the 
fitness industry on its head and making the world a better place, one city at a time. No 
facility. No machines. Just two dudes and a tribe of thousands. What started 4 years ago 
as a month long workout pact between two former Northeastern University oarsmen has 
grown into a national fitness phenomenon. November Project espouses free, all-weather, 
outdoor group sweats that turn strangers into friends and connect everyone to the city in 
which they live. It's been described as everything from flashmob fitness to "the fight club of 
running clubs" to a cult.

Rodale • PB • Fitness & Diet

9781623366292 $29.99

The New York Times Easy Crossword Puzzles Volume 17
Will Shortz

The most popular Times puzzles, easy to solve for everyone! Volume seventeen in the Will 
Shortz-edited New York Times Easy Crosswords series contains: Fifty of the Times's easy 
crosswords Puzzles that are not only fun but completely solvable by all puzzlers, from 
beginner to expert Covered spiral binding for easy spine-out shelving

Griffin • PB • Puzzles & Quizzes

9781250081735 $19.99

The New York Times Walk in the Park Crosswords
The New York Times

Seventy five easy New York Times crosswords to savor and solve, in a portable, affordable 
package From the pages of The New York Times comes this brand-new collection of light 
and easy puzzles, chosen from Monday and Tuesday editions of the newspaper. These 
solver-friendly puzzles allow you to sit back, relax, and lose yourself in a puzzle. These 
puzzles are as fun and easy as a walk in the park... Features: -75 fun and easy Times' 
puzzles -Portable format is perfect for travel or solving at home -Edited by the biggest 
name in crosswords, Will Shortz.

Griffin • TPB • Puzzles & Quizzes

9781250082077 $16.99

Can You Keep a Secret?
R L Stine

Eddie and Emmy are high school sweethearts from the wrong side of the tracks. Looking 
for an escape from their dreary lives, they embark on an overnight camping trip in the Fear 
Street Woods with four friends. As Eddie is carving a heart into a tree, he and Emmy 
discover a bag hidden in the trunk. A bag filled with hundred-dollar bills. Thousands of 
them. Should they take it? The six teens agree to leave the bag where it is until it's safe to 
use it. But when tragedy strikes Emmy's family, the temptation to skim some money off of 
the top becomes impossible to fight. There's only one problem. When Emmy returns to the 
woods, the bag of money is gone, and with it, the trust of six friends with a big secret. 
Packed with tension and sure to illicit shivers in its readers, this new Fear Street book is 
another terrifying tale from a master of horror.

St Martin's Press • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250058942 $26.99



Falling into the Dragon's Mouth
Holly Thompson

Beautifully written in free verse, Falling into the Dragon's Mouth tells the story of thirteen-
year-old Jason, an American boy living with his family in a coastal Japanese town. As a 
foreigner and an outsider, Jason is bullied at school. But beyond the confines of the 
classroom, Jason explores his world, venturing into the larger community with his younger 
sister Cora. The violence directed towards Jason escalates, and the resolution is 
emotional. Though the story is set in Japan, the challenges of being an outsider will ring 
true across all cultures.

Henry Holt • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781627791342 $26.99

The Three Donkeys: Ariol #8
Emmanuel Guibert

It's a new volume of Ariol focusing on the daily life of the little donkey with the big 
personality. This time the spotlight is on the Picotin family: Mom, Dad and, of course, Ariol. 
But don't worry! Ariol's friends like Ramono, Petula and Bizbilla will be stopping by too. 
Ariol's parents are always happy to welcome his friends in to the house for playdates, 
snacks or just to say hello. But are they any good at playing "Thunder Horse"? After all, for 
Ariol, the equine super hero might as well be part of the family!

Papercutz • PB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629914398 $19.99

Nancy Drew Diaries Boxed Set: #1-3
Stefan Petrucha

In Volume 1, Nancy stars in a horror movie about a monstrous River Heights urban legend 
- but is it really an urban legend? Plus, it's double trouble for the world's greatest teen 
super sleuth in "Writ in Stone!" In Book 2, River Heights is celebrating Nostalgia Week and 
everyone in town is dressing up and acting like it was 1930 - including Nancy! Then, Nancy 
and friends are on their way to India to find Kalpana, "The Girl Who Wasn't There." Finally, 
in Volume 3, in "The Fake Heir" Nancy finds the wreck of an old yacht with a safe inside 
full of jewelry worth a small fortune. Join Nancy Drew as she solves the mystery of the fake 
heir! Then, in "Mr Cheeters is Missing" when Nancy Drew discovers there's a missing 
diamond necklace as well as a missing persons case - she's on the case!

Papercutz • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629914527 $44.99

The Nameless City
Faith Erin Hicks

Every nation that invades the City gives it a new name. But before long, new invaders 
arrive and the City changes hands once again. The natives don't let themselves get caught 
up in the unending wars. To them, their home is the Nameless City, and those who try to 
name it are forever outsiders. Kaidu is one such outsider. He's a Dao born and bred--a 
member of the latest occupying nation. Rat is a native of the Nameless City. At first, she 
hates Kai for everything he stands for, but his love of his new home may be the one thing 
that can bring these two unlikely friends together. Let's hope so, because the fate of the 
Nameless City rests in their hands.

First Second • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781626721579 $29.99

The Nameless City
Faith Erin Hicks

Every nation that invades the City gives it a new name. But before long, new invaders 
arrive and the City changes hands once again. The natives don't let themselves get caught 
up in the unending wars. To them, their home is the Nameless City, and those who try to 
name it are forever outsiders. Kaidu is one such outsider. He's a Dao born and bred--a 
member of the latest occupying nation. Rat is a native of the Nameless City. At first, she 
hates Kai for everything he stands for, but his love of his new home may be the one thing 
that can bring these two unlikely friends together. Let's hope so, because the fate of the 
Nameless City rests in their hands.

St Martin's Press • PB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781626721562 $24.99

Sir Tony Robinson's Weird World of Wonders: Greeks and 
Romans

Sir Tony Robinson
In this new bind-up, Sir Tony Robinson takes you on a headlong gallop through time, 
pointing out all the most important, funny, strange, amazing, entertaining, smelly and 
disgusting bits about the Greeks and Romans! It's history, but not as we know it!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • History & the past: general interest (Children's / Teenage)

9781509805396 $19.99

Gorillas Up Close
Christena Nippert-Eng

A beautifully photographed look at the lives of gorillas. Filled with facts and photos, Gorillas 
Up Close takes us into the world of gorillas, looking at the gorilla family troop in Chicago's 
Lincoln Park Zoo as an example and examining the differences between gorillas in zoos 
and in the wild. Readers will delight in the similarities gorillas share with humans and 
finding out more about these incredible animals.

Henry Holt • HB • Wildlife (Children's / Teenage)

9781627790918 $29.99

MATCH Joke Book
Macmillan Children's Books

Over 400 of the funniest football jokes from the makers of Match! the UK's best football 
magazine! A hilarious mix of football quips, puns, knock-knock jokes and shaggy-dog 
stories. You'll laugh your football socks off!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Football / soccer (Children's / Teenage)

9781509824991 $14.99

MATCH! Incredible Stats and Facts
Macmillan Children's Books

Over 1000 jaw-dropping stats and crazy facts from the makers of the UK's best football 
magazine! Brilliant facts, stats, lists and records from fastest goals to top scorers and most 
red cards to tallest stars in the Premier League. Includes amazing player facts, bonkers 
football injuries, biggest transfer fees, fantastic footy legends, trophy trivia, stunning 
stadiums, incredible strange-but-true revelations, all the firsts, and the fastest, tallest, 
boldest facts about the Champions League, the Premier League, the FA Cup, the UEFA 
European Championship and the World Cup. *Former Tottenham Hotspur captain Ledley 
King holds the record for the quickest Premier League goal. He scored ten seconds after 
kick-off in a match against Bradford in the 2000/01 season. *Brazilian legend, Pelé, scored 
ninety-two hat-tricks, four goals on thirty-one occasions, five goals six times, and once 
bagged eight goals in a game! *Sergio Batista (1986) and Gennaro Gattuso (2006) are 
apparently the only two players to have won the World Cup while sporting a full beard.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Football / soccer (Children's / Teenage)

9781509825004 $14.99


